
Welcome to Seminar EO2 

  “How to successfully implement employee ownership; the steps to 

take, the pitfalls to avoid, how to access finance, the tax 

considerations, pensions, project managing the transition and how to 

manage communications with employees.” 



Facilitated by:  

Mark Jenkins – The Coverdale Organisation 

 

Case Study:  

Dr David Hodgkinson – Quintessa 

 

Panellists:  

John Eckersley – Capital for Colleagues 

Graeme Nuttall OBE – Fieldfisher 

Lee Jagger – Unity Trust Bank 
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Outline 

• What is Quintessa? 

• How did it all begin? 

• How has EO helped us grow? 

• How to sustain EO in the future? 

• How did we transition to an EOT?  

• What lessons have we learned? 
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What do we do all day? 

• Technical consulting 

• Software development 

• Risk assessment 

To support environmental & 

energy decision making e.g.  

• Nuclear reactor safety 

• Radioactive waste 

• Carbon capture & storage 
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Who are the employee owners? 

Maths & 
Software 

Geosciences 
Assessment 
& Decision 
Support 
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Who do we work for? 
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How did it all begin? 

• Idea to set up EO company following culture 
change at previous employer - why do we need 
external shareholders to tell us what to do? 

• Advisors skeptical of EO; not much info on web in 
1999, but SAIC* (Bob Beyster) inspirational 

• Started working from home, financed by a 
second mortgage & advances from initial clients 

• Creative, exciting, challenging, frightening & a lot 
of hard work! 

*Now Leidos 
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How has EO helped us grow? 

• Share options scheme & dividends: in 
recognition of co-creation of the business 
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How has EO helped us grow? 

• EO ethos helps recruitment / retention, 
motivation, innovation ... 

– respect for individuals, fairness & flexibility  

– empowerment & involvement in decisions  

– more control over working lives 

– openness and engagement 

• Strong company commitment: employees ‘go 
the extra mile’ 
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How to sustain EO in the future? 

• Who will own the company when the 
founding shareholders retire? 

• Employee Trust holding shares in perpetuity: 
best chance of continuing as EO company 

• But in 2008 there were tax disadvantages so 
we waited and built up cash reserves 

• EOT / 2014 Finance Act – thanks to Graeme 
Nuttall, EOA & Coalition Government 
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How did we transition to an EOT?  

• 6 years of planning, saving, lobbying! 

• In parallel with development of 2014 Finance Bill 

• Expert advisors for ‘once in a lifetime’ process 

• Shared evolving thinking with all employees at every 
possible opportunity 

• Main Purpose of Trust: Quintessa should continue as a 
successful, independent and professionally managed 
trading enterprise with an Employee Ownership Ethos  

• Trustee Directors: 2 elected by employees; 2 appointed 
by Company Board; 1 external appointed by other 
Trustee Directors. 
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How did we transition to an EOT?  

• Independent valuation of shares + discussions 
with shareholders regarding affordability 

• Monthly Trustee meetings to manage process & 
documentation + plan post-EOT era  

• 100% sold in single transaction on same terms 

• Royal Assent 17 July; EOT formed 22 July 2014 

• 50% paid on sale, remainder over 7 years 

• New employee engagement ‘surgeries’  

• Reassessment of scope of decision               
making bodies 
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What lessons have we learned? 

• Two-phase ownership worked well: 

1. individual share ownership to 
incentivise co-creation of company in 
the early years 

2. transition to EOT owning the shares on 
behalf of all employees for long-term 
stability & sustainability 

• Self funding has worked well for us 
both at start up and EOT transition, & 
should for other small consultancies 
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What lessons have we learned? 

• Following the Nuttall Review, extensive 
information on EOTs available 

• Nevertheless, need to engage knowledgeable 
professional advisors to help steer through 
complex, multi-faceted process 

Graeme Nuttall Jennifer Martin Neil Palmer Ian Dale Ewan Hall 

Fieldfisher Fieldfisher Fieldfisher Crowe Clark 
Whitehill 

Baxendale 
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What lessons have we learned? 

• Open employee engagement needed 
throughout the process  

• Stability and sustainability engendered by EOT 
facilitates long-term customer relationships 

• EO is about much more than who owns the 
shares. EO ethos permeates all parts of the 
business, in particular the recruitment, 
retention and motivation of employees 



Questions and Discussion 

#EOAConference 



Thank you 

Please make your way to the Kings Suite for  

Trevor Phillips OBE’s Keynote Address 


